We consider the problem of designing DNA codes, namely sets of equi-length words over the alphabet fA; C; G; Tg that satisfy certain combinatorial constraints. This problem is motivated by the task of reliably storing and retrieving information in synthetic DNA strands, for use in DNA computing or as molecular bar codes in chemical libraries. The primary constraints that we consider, de ned with respect to a parameter d, are as follows: for every pair of words w; x in a code, there are at least d mismatches between w and x if w 6 = x; and also between the reverse of w and the Watson-Crick complement of x. Extending classical results from coding theory, we present several upper and lower bounds on the maximum size of such DNA codes and give methods for constructing such codes.
Introduction
The design of codes that satisfy combinatorial constraints has long been studied, motivated by the problem of sending information reliably over a noisy channel 18] . In this paper, we study code design problems that are motivated by the task of storing and retrieving information in short DNA strands, which we refer to as DNA code words. A (single) DNA strand is a sequence of nucleotides; there are four possible nucleotides, denoted A; C; G, and T, at each position of the sequence, which has chemically distinct ends known as the 3 0 and 5 0 ends. Since a DNA strand of length n can be used to represent one of up to 4 n possible values, and since short DNA strands can be quickly and cheaply synthesized, DNA code words can be used to store information at the molecular level, thus providing a basis for biomolecular computation 1]. DNA code words are also used as molecular bar codes, or tags, for the purpose of manipulating and identifying individual molecules in complex chemical libraries 3, 4, 20] .
These applications require success in achieving speci c hybridization between a DNA code word and its Watson-Crick complement, while minimizing false positive and false negative signals, as we now explain. The Watson-Crick complement of a DNA strand is the strand obtained by replacing each A by a T and vice versa, each C by a G and vice versa, and switching the 3 0 and 5 0 ends. Non-speci c hybridization may also occur between a DNA strand and the reverse of a distinct strand. A false negative occurs when hybridization between a DNA strand and its complement does not take place as intended.
Several papers have proposed the use of combinatorial constraints on the composition of a set of DNA code words, in order to limit false positives and false negatives in speci c applications 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 19, 20] . Our premise is that a theoretical framework for designing sets of DNA code words should be useful for scalable use of DNA code words.
We focus on sets of words satisfying one or more of four constraints, which we next de ne and motivate. In our study, we represent a DNA code word simply as a string over the alphabet fA; C; G; Tg and assume that the leftmost (or low order) end of the string corresponds to the 3 0 end of the associated DNA code word. Thus, CCGAT represents 3 0 ? CCGAT ? 5 0 , for example.
It is useful to de ne a word to be a string over a nite alphabet, where the alphabets of most interest to us are of size 2 or 4 (such as fA; C; G; Tg). Let x = x 1 x 2 : : : x n be a word. The reverse of x, denoted by x R , is the word x n x n?1 : : : x 1 . If x is over the alphabet fA; C; G; Tg then the complement of x, denoted by x C , is the word obtained by replacing each A in x by T and vice versa, and by replacing each C in x by G and vice versa. If x is over the binary alphabet f0; 1g then x C is obtained by replacing each 0 in x by 1 and vice versa. Finally, the Hamming distance H(x; w) between x and word w = w 1 w 2 : : : w n is the number of indices i for which w i 6 = x i . The following constraints pertain to a set of words, each of length n.
The Hamming constraint with distance parameter d is that for all pairs of distinct words w; x in the set, H(w; x) d. A set of words of size M satisfying the Hamming constraint is called a (n; M; d) code, or when the parameters are implied, simply a code. We let A q (n; d) denote the maximum size of a code with words of length n over alphabet size q. In most reports on the use of DNA codes, a high Hamming distance is enforced between pairs of code words (see for example 3, 7, 11, 20] ), in order to limit non-speci c hybridization whereby the Watson-Crick complement of a code word x anneals to a distinct word w.
The reverse-complement constraint with parameter d is that for all pairs of words w; x in the set (where w may equal x), H(w C ; x R ) d. In DNA code applications, the reversecomplement constraint is intended to limit hybridization between a code word and the reverse of another code word 7, 11] . We call a code that also satis es the reverse-complement constraint a reverse-complement code. We let A RC q (n; d) denote the maximum size of a reverse-complement code, with parameters n; d de ned as for codes.
The reverse constraint with parameter d is that, for all pairs of words w; x in the code, H(w; x R ) d. We call a code that also satis es the reverse constraint a reverse code. We let A R q (n; d) denote the maximum size of a reverse code. Our study of this constraint is not motivated directly by the goal of limiting false positives or false negatives in the use of DNA code words, but indirectly by a close relationship (presented in Section 4) between A RC q (n; d) and A R q (n; d). For example, when n is even, one can obtain a reverse complement code from a reverse code simply by complementing the symbols in the second half of each word in the code. Thus, constructions of reverse codes can easily be adapted to obtain constructions of reverse complement codes. We consider the reverse constraint to be simpler than the reverse-complement constraint and so focus on this. The nal constraint that we consider have a somewhat di erent avor. It is motivated by the goal that all code words in the set have similar melting temperature, allowing hybridization of multiple words to proceed simultaneously 20] . The melting temperature of a short DNA strand can be accurately estimated using a formula of Wetmur 21] , which in turn uses estimates of two further parameters of a DNA strand, namely its free energy and enthalpy due to Breslauer et al 5] . We use G to denote the Breslauer estimate of the free energy of a DNA word. As explained in Section 5, the free energy constraint is essentially the sum of weights associated with substrings of length 2 in a word. The free energy constraint with parameters g; is that for all words in the code, g ? G g + . A closely related constraint, also de ned precisely in Section 5, is that the enthalpy of all words in the code lies within a small range. Halving bound: A R q (n; d) A q (n; d)=2. This bound follows from the fact that if S is a (n; jSj; d) reverse code then S S R is a (n; 2jSj; d) code. Construction for d = 2: We give a simple inductive construction of a reverse code that is optimal for even n, and close to optimal for odd n. For q = 2 or 4, A R q (n; 2) = q n?1 =2 when n is even, and (q n?1 ? q bn=2c )=2 A R q (n; 2) q n?1 =2 when n is odd:
Product bound: A R 4 (n; d) A R 2 (n; d)A 2 (n; d). In particular, reverse codes over an alphabet of size 4 can be obtained by taking the \product" of a reverse code and a code, both over an alphabet of size 2.
Doubling construction: We show how to construct (2 n ; 2 n?1 ; 2 n?1 ) binary reverse codes, which are optimal, i.e. A(2 n ; 2 n?1 ) = 2 n?1 .
We apply these results to obtain explicit bounds for A R 2 (n; d) and A R 4 (n; d) for 2 n 16 and 2 d 8. These are presented in Tables 2 and 3 .
In Section 5, we turn to the free energy constraint. Since this is more complex combinatorially than the Hamming or reverse constraints, we are interested in an e cient algorithm for generating code words that satisfy the free energy constraint. Our main contribution in Section 5 is a dynamic programming algorithm that calculates the total number of words of a speci ed length n whose free energy value (as approximated by a formula of Breslauer) equals a given speci ed value. The running time of the algorithm is O(n 2 ), (where the hidden constant depends on the values in the Breslauer formula; details are given in Section 5). Variations of the algorithm can calculate the total number of words of length n whose free energy value or enthalpy falls in a given range, or output a random such word. These algorithms could be used by a program for generating DNA codes, based for example on simulated annealing, which has proved valuable in the construction of binary codes 9].
2 Related work Deaton et al. 7, 8] observe that the well-known sphere-packing bound (see Section 3) can be used to upper bound the size of DNA codes satisfying the Hamming constraint. They describe genetic algorithms for nding DNA codes that satisfy several constraints, including the Hamming and reverse complement constraints.
In his patent on methods for sorting polynucleotides using DNA tags, Brenner 3] 20] above, is that no word in the code set contains as a subword a speci ed set of undesirable words, such as DNA strands with secondary structure, strands that are be used as PCR primers, or strands that are recognized by restriction enzymes.
3 Bounds on the size of a code
In this section, we brie y review previous results on codes that will later be extended or applied in obtaining bounds on reverse codes. The text by MacWilliams and Sloane 18] provides a good introduction to the subject. Table 1 gives some upper and lower bounds on A 4 (n; d), or equivalently, on the maximum size of a DNA code with code words of length n and distance parameter d. We use several of these upper bounds on A 4 (n; d) to obtain the upper bounds of Table 2 for reverse codes over alphabet of size 4, via application of our halving bound (Theorem 4.4). In addition, we use known lower bounds on A 2 (n; d) to construct reverse codes over alphabet of size 4, via application of our product bound (Theorem 4.6). By extending known techniques for construction of codes to handle reversals, we obtain further bounds on the size of reverse codes.
The following two bounds on A q (n; d) are described in terms of two quantities. Let S be the set from which words in the code are drawn. Then the rst quantity we need is jSj, which is clearly Most of the lower bounds on A 4 (n; q) listed in Table 1 
Bounds on the Size of Reverse and Reverse-Complement Codes
We now present new bounds on the maximum size of reverse codes and reverse complement codes, as de ned in the introduction. Recall that for q 2 f2; 4g, A RC q (n; d) denotes the maximum size of a code of length n over an alphabet of size q that satis es the reverse and reverse-complement constraints. Similarly, A R q (n; d) denotes the maximum size of a code satisfying the Hamming and reverse constraints.
There is a close relationship between the size of reverse and reverse-complement codes for the alphabet fA; C; G; Tg. 4 (n; d) for odd n, the rst inequality in the case that n is odd follows.
The proof of the second inequality is similar.
The remaining results in this section pertain to reverse codes. Extending the proof of the sphere-packing and Gilbert-Varshamov bounds, i.e. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, we obtain the following bound for reverse codes with d = 3. We rst calculate the size of S. Note that if x = x 1 x 2 : : : x n then x R j = x n?j+1 . We say a mismatch occurs at j if x j 6 = x R j , i.e. if x j 6 = x n?j+1 . If a mismatch occurs at j then by symmetry a mismatch also occurs at x n?j+1 . In fact, H(x; x R ) is always even. 
Theorem 4.4 (Halving bound)
A R q (n; d) A q (n; d) 2 :
Proof The reverse constraint implies that H(x; x R ) d for every word x in S. Also x 2 S ) x R = 2 S. Thus, starting with a set S satisfying the Hamming and reverse constraints we can get a new set by adding to S the reversals of all words in it. This new set satis es the Hamming constraint because the new words added are at least distance d apart from each other and from the original words in S (this follows from the fact that S satis es the Hamming and reverse constraints).
The new set is twice the size of the original.
Theorem 4.5 (d=2 Construction)
A R q (n; 2) = q n?1 2 ; for even n and q 2 f2; 4g, and A R q (n; 2) q n?1 ? q bn=2c 2 ; for odd n and q 2 f2; 4g:
Proof The proof builds on the following claim:
Claim 4.1 For even n, n can be partitioned into subsets, each containing q n?1 words, such that 1. any two words from the same subset di er in at least two positions, 2. if a word belongs to a subset, its reversal is also in the same subset, and 3. all the q n=2 palindromes are in the same subset.
Proof (of Claim) The partitions for the base case (n = 2) can be S where A:B = fpwqjw 2 A; pq 2 B; jpj = jqj = 1g.
It is not di cult to verify that this is a partition of n+2 having all the three properties, with S n+2 1 containing the palindromes. The induction step for q = 2 utilizes a similar \product-of-sets" construction. As an example, when q = 2, the two subsets S Proof (of Claim) It is straightforward to check that for all words x 0 ; y 0 2 C 0 , the four conditions of a H RC (2n; 2d) code are met. (In some cases, a condition is met because there is a Hamming distance of d between both halves of the words being compared; in other cases it is met because half of one string is x, the corresponding half of the other is x C which di ers in n positions, and d n=2). The size of C 0 is twice that of C because H(x; y C ) d for all x; y in C, and so the words in CC and CC C are disjoint. We now show that for n 2, there is a H RC (2 n ; 2 n?1 ) code of size at least 2 n?1 . If C is such a code, then C C C satis es the Hamming and reverse constraints and has twice the size of C, and from this the lower bound of the theorem follows. For the upper bound, we have that A 2 (4r; 2r) = 8r from 18], which by the halving bounds (Theorem 4.4) implies that A R 2 (2 n ; 2 n?1 ) 2 n for n 2.
Let n = 2. It is straightforward to verify that f0111; 0010g is a H RC (4; 2) code of size 2. The construction of the claim then inductively yields a H RC (2 n ; 2 n?1 ) code of size 2 n?1 for all n > 2, as required.
Note: It is possible to carry out a \quadrupling" construction in the case q = 4 (similar to the doubling construction for the binary case) and thus get a direct lower bound on A R 4 (n; d) for special values of n; d. However, this does not lead to improved results in our tables. To see part 1, note that when n = 2k; k 1 the code fA k T k ; C k G k g clearly satis es both constraints. Also if w is a word in such a code then the rst letter of w must be di erent from the rst and last letters of all other words in the code. Therefore the code can contain at most two words. For odd n, the middle letter always results in a match when any word is compared with its reversal. Hence no word can belong to the code.
The proof of part 2 is straightforward. The proof of part 3 is similar to part 3 of Theorem 3.5, the only change being that we now partition based on the middle letter (instead of the rst).
The Free Energy Constraint
In this section, we present an algorithm to calculate the number of DNA strands (of a certain length) whose free energy equals a given value. The algorithm relies on a heuristic proposed by Breslauer et. al. 5] to approximate the free energy of any DNA strand. Using another heuristic from the same paper it is possible to modify the algorithm for the calculation of the number of DNA strands having a particular enthalpy using the formula of Breslauer et al.
The data produced by the above algorithms can be used to e ciently generate a random strand with free energy/enthalpy close to a given value. This data could be used, for example, by a simulated annealing algorithm for nding a set of DNA strands with similar melting temperatures.
Algorithm Outline
The free energy of the DNA strand u 1 u 2 : : : u l is approximated by the following formula from with the convention that strands of length 1 have free energy 0 and that N(l; u; e) equals 0 when e < 0.
The correctness of the above equation can be proved by making a case analysis on the second nucleotide in the DNA strand; this nucleotide has to be A=C=G=T and accordingly the free energy of the tail (the strand comprising of the last l ? 1 nucleotides) is e ? w(u; A=C=G=T).
Pseudocode
The following pseudocode elaborates on the algorithm outlined in the previous section. It sets entries in the N-array (which is passed to the free energy procedure as a reference parameter) to their correct values. Once the N-array is initialized by this procedure we can nd the number of strands whose free energies lie within the range P; Q] in O(S(Q ? P)) time. A plot showing the number of strands corresponding to a free energy value/range can also be produced in O(LSM) time.
Random Generation Algorithm
This section shows how the data obtained from the dynamic programming algorithm above can be used to randomly select a strand from all strands of a given length and free energy. Let S = fw 1 ; : : : ; w N g be the set of all strands of length L and free energy E. To randomly select a strands from S we generate a random number r in the range 1; N]. By Applying this process iteratively we can generate the entire strand. i.e. if r is in the range N A + 1; N A + N C ] (say), we x the rst nucleotide to be C. We then consider the set S C and then choose a strand at random from this set by using the random number r ? N A , which will be uniformly distributed over the range 1; N C ].
This algorithm basically orders the strands in S using the N-array and then uniformly selects one by generating a random number between 1 and N. Tables   This section contains tables of Tables 1 and 2 provide both a lower bound and an upper bound on the true value; whenever the two bounds are equal the entry is a single integer. The superscripts on entries indicate the method by which the bound was obtained. The following chart gives an overview of the superscripts used in the tables. 
